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Abstract 
Increasingly, natural language processing (NLP) techniques are being developed and 
utilized in a variety of biomedical domains. Part of speech tagging is a critical step in 
many NLP applications. Currently, we are developing a NLP tool for text 
simplification. As part of this effort, we set off to evaluate several part of speech 
(POS) taggers.    We selected 120 sentences (2375 tokens) from a corpus of six types 
of diabetes-related health texts and asked human reviewers to tag each word in these 
sentences to create a “Gold Standard.”  We then tested each of the three POS taggers 
against the “Gold Standard.”  One tagger (dTagger) had been trained on health texts 
and the other two (MaxEnt and Curran & Clark) were trained on general news 
articles. We analyzed the errors and placed them into five categories: systematic, 
close, subtle, difficult source, and other.  The three taggers have relatively similar 
rates of success: dTagger, MaxEnt, and Curran & Clark had 87%, 89% and 90% 
agreement with the gold standard, respectively.  These rates of success are lower than 
published rates for these taggers.  This is probably due to our testing them on a corpus 
that differs significantly from their training corpora.  The taggers made different 
errors: the dTagger, which had been trained on a set of medical texts (MedPost), made 
fewer errors on medical terms than MaxEnt and Curran & Clark. The latter two 
taggers performed better on non-medical terms and we found the difference between 
their performance and that of dTagger was statistically significant.  Our findings 
suggest that the three POS taggers have similar correct tagging rates, though they 
differ in the types of errors they make.  For the task of text simplification, we are 
inclined to perform additional training of the Curran & Clark tagger with the Medpost 
corpus because both the fine grained tagging provided by this tool and the correct 
recognition of medical terms are equally important. 
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Introduction and Background  
Much medical information exists as free-form text --- from patient histories, through 
discharge summaries, to journal articles detailing new discoveries and information 
about participation in clinical trials.  Extracting information from this free-form text is 
important to both patients and caregivers.  Patients want to understand their diagnosis 
and care instructions.  Caregivers and their institutions want to ensure that appropriate 
care and follow-up are provided to patients.  Natural Language Processing (NLP) 
techniques can be used to extract this information automatically.  For instance, 
discharge summaries can be analyzed for prescriptions and dosage information 
appropriate to the patient’s diagnosis. [1] Imaging study summaries can be analyzed 
to make sure that follow-up is done for patients who have new or expanding 
neoplasms. [2] Other applications include information extraction, text summarization, 
data mining, and text simplification and explanation.  The MetaMap Transfer Project 
(MMTx) [3, 4], an NLP subsystem, has been used for many such applications, such as 
extracting problem lists from free-text clinical documents. [5] 
Part of speech (POS) taggers are widely used in NLP applications, as an early step in 
the analysis of the text, to annotate each word with its part of speech.  POS taggers are 
faster and simpler than parsers and thus more appropriate for applications where full 
sentence structure is not needed.  This specific study was directly motivated by a 
consumer health informatics project on text simplification. Many studies have shown 
that the readability of the health information provided to consumers does not match 
their reading levels [6].  Despite the efforts of healthcare providers and writers to 
make more readable materials, most patient-oriented Web sites, pamphlets, drug-
labels, and discharge instructions still require consumers to have a tenth grade reading 
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level or higher [7].  Concerning the extent of limited health literacy, Paasche-Orlow et 
al [8] pooled 85 studies of adult health literacy in the U.S. and found that 26% of the 
people surveyed had “low health literacy” (6th grade or below) and another 20% had 
“limited health literacy” (7th or 8th grade).  Note that most of these studies excluded 
adults who did not speak English. 
 
To address this problem, we have proposed the development of computer-based 
methods for providing consumers with texts of appropriate readability levels.  Our 
methods involve translating complex health texts into target readability levels using 
NLP techniques with no loss of critical information. As an initial step, we evaluated 
POS taggers that can be potentially used in our project. 
 
A POS tagger, or tagger, is a software program that takes sentences as input and 
produces output that associates a POS tag with each input word or phrase.  Prior to 
tagging, there are typically earlier processing stages that extract sentences from texts 
and handle punctuation.  Taggers do not look beyond the current sentence in their 
work.  Taggers are not parsers in that, for the most part, taggers tag individual words, 
while parsers try to discern the components of the sentence and how they relate to 
each other.  When taggers tag multi-word units, typically, they are finding noun 
phrases or units where some of the parts cannot have individual tags.  An example of 
this is “diabetes mellitus.”  “Mellitus” can, at best, be tagged individually as a 
“Foreign word.”  It has no English meaning except in the context of the word 
“diabetes.”   
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One difficulty in tagging English words comes from the fact that written English is 
derived from spoken English and consequently some phrases have multiple written 
versions.  Consider the example of hyphenated, or compound, words, such as “ankle-
fracture”: When written as “ankle fracture,” it has the same meaning and plays the 
same role in a sentence.  Similarly there are issues with spelling variations and the 
treatment of punctuation and other special characters.   
 
The word “ankle-fracture” is also an example of a “constructed” word:  one category 
of “constructed” words in English comes from gluing words together with hyphens. 
For taggers that depend on lexicons, i.e., lists of words and possible meanings, 
constructed words are a challenge, as most of them will not occur in the lexicon.  
Similarly, proper nouns will not be in the lexicon.  In medical texts, drug names are 
another source of potentially unknown words.  The management of unknown words is 
one of the greatest challenges in POS tagging. 
 
Another difficulty that taggers face is ambiguity. Even if a word occurs in a lexicon, it 
may have many senses or meanings.  A common example from the medical domain is 
“dose.”  “Dose” can be a noun, meaning the amount of medicine the patient should 
take, or it can be a verb, meaning the activity of giving medication to a patient 
 
Taggers vary in how they are constructed.  Some are rule based, while others are 
“statistical.”  The statistical taggers are “trained” on a corpus, i.e., they “learn” to tag 
sentences.  There is little control on how well they will perform on texts outside the 
“area” of their training corpus.  For instance, many taggers are trained on news 
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articles.  How well they will do on texts related to health topics is unclear.  Thus it is 
important to evaluate them for our purposes. 
 
Taggers also vary in the sets of tags that they use.  Detailed, or fine-grained taggers 
annotate whether a noun is singular or plural, common or proper, whether an adjective 
or adverb is comparative or superlative, and give some information about verbs, such 
as number, person, tense or other form.  Less detailed, or coarse-grained taggers 
typically use the tag “noun” or “verb” and supply no further information.  Van 
Halteren [9] presents more details on how taggers can differ and the challenges 
involved in comparing them. 
In this study, we chose to examine three taggers: one trained on medical abstracts and 
two maximum entropy taggers trained on the Penn Treebank Wall St. Journal corpus 
[10].  This allowed us to assess the effect of training on medical texts versus training 
on a standard corpus on tagger performance and whether the two maximum entropy 
taggers differed from each other.  dTagger [11] V0.0.2 was created by Guy Divita.  It 
is a statistical parser that uses a Hidden Markov Model and the Viterbi algorithm.  It 
was trained on health texts.  The performance of this tagger is reported as 95% on a 
modified version of the MedPost hand-annotated Medline abstracts [12].  MXPOST is 
a maximum entropy tagger [13] created by Advaith Ratnaparkhi.  The MXPOST 
tagger is a statistically trained tagger with additional rules for using context to 
improve tagging.  It was trained on the Penn Treebank Wall St. Journal corpus.  It 
claims 96.3% accuracy on unseen text.  The Curran & Clark maximum entropy tagger 
[14] was provided by Claire Grover as part of a pre-release version of LT-TTT2 [15].  
Like MXPOST, the Curran & Clark tagger is trained on the Penn Treebank data.  It 
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has some rules-based components and some other components that use maximum 
entropy modelling.  It claims about 97% accuracy. 
 
This paper presents our approach to comparing POS taggers.  First we describe our 
method for evaluating a tagger.  Next, we report our results in comparing three 
taggers.  Finally, we present our conclusions. 
Methods 
We tested the taggers on a data set selected from the Health Information Readability 
Corpus [16].  This corpus consists of 351 documents concerning diabetes, collected 
from the web, in six categories: consumer health information; information targeted at 
children; news; journals; electronic medical records; and clinical trials.  We randomly 
chose twenty sentences from each of the six categories, for a total of 120 sentences 
(2375 tokens).  
Gold Standard 
To evaluate the taggers on these selections, we needed to create a reference point that 
contained “correct” tags, i.e., tags against which the taggers’s tags could be compared.  
We called this reference point “the gold standard.”  Our strategy was to have a fine-
grained labelling system to collect information from human taggers.  For the gold 
standard tagging effort, we chose a tag set, roughly based on the “Part-of-Speech 
Tagging Guidelines for the Penn Treebank Project” [17].  In addition to the usual 
noun and verb tags, we added “Group-left” tags so that phrases, such as “blood 
pressure,” could be identified as a single unit.  Table 1 lists our tags, the Treebank 
tags, which are used by the MaxEnt and Curran & Clark taggers, and the dTagger 
tags. 
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Table 1 - Tagsets 
 
Gold TagSet Penn 
Treebank 
Tagset 
dTagger 
Tagset 
Determiner DT Det 
Adjective JJ Adj 
Adjective-
comparative 
JJR adj 
Adjective-
superlative 
JJS adj 
Adverb RB adv 
Adverb-
comparative 
RBR adv 
Adverb-
superlative 
RBS adv 
Predeterminer PDT  
Noun-
singular 
NN noun 
Noun-plural NNS noun 
Noun-proper NNP noun 
Noun-proper-
plural 
NNPS noun 
Possessive POS pos 
Pronoun PRP pron 
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Possessive-
pronoun 
PRP$ pron 
Acronym   
Verb-present-
tense-3rd-
singular 
VBZ verb 
Verb-present-
tense-not-3rd-
singular 
VBP verb 
Verb-past-
tense 
VBD verb 
Verb-base-
form 
VB verb 
Verb-gerund VBG  
Verb-past-
participle 
VBN  
Modal MD modal 
Coord-conj CC conj 
Preposition-
Subord-Conj 
IN prep/comp 
Particle RP  
To-Infinitive   
Cardinal-
number 
CD  
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Foreign-word FW  
Interjection UH  
Other   
Group-left   
 
 
The gold standard tagging process for the first data selection started with two human 
taggers independently tagging a first batch of eighteen sentences containing 395 
tokens.  These taggers are computer scientists with an interest in linguistics.  The 
tagging process was web based: each word was presented, highlighted within its 
sentence, on a web page.  This page included a link to an online dictionary definition 
for the word, a link to a page of brief definitions of the tags in the gold tag set, a link 
to the Penn Treebank Tagging Guidelines, a set of check boxes corresponding to the 
gold tags and a space for comments.   The human taggers agreed on 316 words.  The 
remaining words were presented to and discussed with two other people, including a 
professional linguist.  This team was able to reach agreement on 360 words, some of 
which had dual tags, i.e., either of two tags is acceptable for certain words.  For 35 
words, there was no agreement and were omitted from the gold standard. “Ankle-
fracture” is an example of a word where there was no agreement: some human taggers 
considered it a “noun,” while others considered it an “adjective,” in the phrase “…on 
ankle-fracture patients…”  Table 2 shows a sentence as tagged by the human taggers.  
One possible approach is to use a tagset with finer granularity.  Such a tagset could 
contain a category “Noun used as adjective” to cover this situation.  While there is 
benefit to ever finer granularity of tags in that each word can be tagged more 
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accurately, the merits of very fine granularity of tagging in comparing software 
taggers are unclear. 
Table 2 - A sentence as tagged by the human taggers 
 
Word Tag 
It Pronoun 
takes Verb-present-tense-3rd-singular 
commitment Noun-singular 
to To-Infinitive 
change Verb-base-form 
your Possessive-pronoun 
habits Noun-plural 
To To-Infinitive 
Include Verb-base-form 
Exercise Noun-singular 
 
 
The tagging principles for the first data set were established through consensus and 
discussion.  These tagging principles were then applied to a second batch of 102 
sentences.  A single human tagger tagged these 102 sentences. No reliability testing 
was performed. Though, when the taggers disagreed with the gold standard, the gold 
tag was reconsidered and, in some cases, corrected. 
 
To accommodate the varying degrees of granularity among the different tag sets, we 
wrote a program to compare the tags assigned to the words in our test set.  This 
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comparator has maps from gold tags to the less detailed tags that some taggers use, 
e.g., it maps “Verb-past-tense” to “verb.” 
 
Results  
Table 3 shows that the three taggers have about the same rate of success: about 87%-
90% of the tagged items agree with the gold standard.  The total number of tagged 
items is different for the three taggers because the MaxEnt and Curran & Clark 
taggers tag single words, while dTagger tags multiple word units.  Using the Chi-
square test for independence, we get a test statistic of 6.19 when comparing the three 
taggers.  This exceeds the critical value χ2.05;2 = 5.99, so we can conclude that there is 
a significant difference in the performance of these taggers.  Using the same χ2 test for 
independence, we get a test statistic of 1.32 when comparing the MaxEnt and Curran 
& Clark taggers.  This does not exceed the critical value χ2.05;1 = 3.84, so we can 
conclude that there is no significant difference in the performance of the MaxEnt and 
Curran & Clark taggers. 
Table 3 - Performance of the three taggers 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 4 shows the types of errors that the three taggers made.  The following 
subsections discuss the different types of errors.   
 
 MaxEnt dTag Curran & Clark 
Correct 2094 / 88.6% 1839 / 87.3% 2073 / 87% 
Incorrect  269 / 11.4% 268 / 12.7% 239 / 13% 
Total 2363 / 100% 2107 / 100% 2312 / 100% 
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Table 4 - Classification of tagger errors 
 
Problem MaxEnt dTagger Curran & Clark 
Systematic, 
correctable 
error 
4 47 6 
Close error 112 84 100 
Other 113 (34 medical) 109 (14 medical) 97  (24 medical) 
Subtle errors 25 24 24 
Difficult 
source 8 6 9 
Total 262 270 236 
 
Systematic Errors 
DTagger made some “systematic errors” in tagging.  By “systematic error,” we mean 
that, given a particular word in a particular context, the tagger will always tag it 
incorrectly.  This behaviour is attributed to tagging errors in the corpus on which 
dTagger was trained.  The instances of this error that we observed in dTagger’s 
labelling concerned the verbs “have” and “be.” “Have” has two different uses in 
English.  As a transitive verb, it indicates ownership, as in “I have a book.”  As a 
verbal auxiliary it is used to form the present perfect, past perfect, or future perfect.  
An example is “I have read this article many times.”  Here “have” helps indicate the 
tense of the verb “read” and has nothing to do with “ownership.”  When “have” 
occurs in a context where it indicates “ownership,” it should be labelled as a “verb” 
and not as an “auxiliary.”  dTagger always tags “have” as an auxiliary.  Similarly for 
the verb “be.” Labelling “is” as “aux” could confuse a parser into believing that a 
sentence is “passive” when it isn’t.  This is important to us because a standard strategy 
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for improving the readability of texts is to rewrite sentences from the passive voice to 
the active voice. [18] 
 
Close Errors 
With “close” errors, the tagger is on the right track, but due to disagreements among 
the tagsets, it seems inappropriate to count the tag as correct.   One example of an 
error that is classified as close is the labelling of “if” as a “conjunction” by dTagger.  
The other software taggers and the human taggers labelled “if” as a 
“Preposition/Subordinating Conjunction.” 
 
Subtle Errors 
Similar to “close” errors, subtle errors are due to some fixed rules within a tagger that 
are at odds with the Gold Standard.  In these cases, typically English grammar 
manuals are also inconsistent.  One word in this category is “each,” which the Gold 
Taggers and many online sources labelled as an “Adjective”, but the Penn Treebank 
conventions insist on labelling it as a “Determiner.”  Another difficult word is 
“everyone.”  Here the Penn Treebank conventions label “everyone” as a “noun” and 
the Gold Taggers went along with this, but the dTagger and most sources consider 
“everyone” a “pronoun.”  A third word is “all” in the sentence, “Buy all your insulin 
from one pharmacy.” Here the Gold Tagger label was “pronoun,” while the taggers 
declared it to be a “noun.”  We believe these conflicts may not seriously affect our 
planned rewriting rules. 
Difficult Source 
Another source of error for taggers is that people can invent usages of words “on the 
fly” that are completely understandable to other people, but are very unusual.  (This is 
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a different concept from a word that a tagger sees rarely.) The example that occurred 
in our data is the phrase “A 66-year-old gentle presenting with …”   The “gold 
standard” team consistently labelled “gentle” as a “noun.”   Our opinion is that 
“gentle” is short-hand for “gentleman,” and not the use of an adjective as a noun.  
Other 
Some tags seem to be incorrect without any mitigating circumstances: labelling 
“exercise” as a “verb” in the sentence, “Try these strategies for adding more exercise 
to your life,” is wrong.  Similarly, labelling “try” in the same sentence as a “noun,” 
does not seem reasonable. Labelling “routine” in the phrase “routine follow up” as a 
“noun” is similarly wrong.  One can understand that probably these words weren’t 
used in these contexts in the training sets on which the taggers were trained.  Another 
case is labelling “renal” as a “noun.”  
 
While this particular classification of errors may be imprecise or suboptimal, the 
process of classifying these errors has informed of us of the degrees of disagreement 
that parts of speech taggers can have: while one is tempted to claim that the 
differences are small and are not worth resolving, to be able to use these programs to 
manipulate English texts, one needs to understand these details.  At the other end of 
the spectrum, labelling “diabetes” or “electrolytes” or “polyps” as a “verb” or 
“DIABETES” as a “pronoun” or “Kidney” as a “verb” is not helpful at all.  Besides 
the word itself being mislabelled, the parsing of the rest of the clause and sentence is 
severely hindered.  How to deal with these sorts of errors is an open research 
question. 
Figure 1 shows the performance of the taggers across the different types of articles in 
our corpus.  dTagger made fewer errors than the other taggers on sentences from 
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journal articles, presumably because it was trained on medical abstracts.  Curran & 
Clark and MaxEnt made fewer errors than dTagger on news articles, again, probably 
because they were trained on news articles. 
Figure 1 – Distribution of tagger errors by article type 
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Discussion  
We evaluated three POS taggers: the dTagger that was trained on health texts and uses 
a medical lexicon and the MaxEnt and Curran & Clark taggers that were trained on 
general news articles.  Overall, the taggers achieved roughly the same rate of success  
(87%-90%). The errors they made did differ, however, reflecting the different training 
sets and the different lexicons that they used. For instance, few of dTagger’s errors 
appeared to be caused by medical terminology.   
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All three taggers performed worse in our evaluation than on their original 
training/testing sample, the accuracy rates dropping from mid to upper 90% to upper 
80%. The lower accuracy rates should be noted since many biomedical NLP 
applications employ POS taggers as part of the processing pipelines. 
 
Prior research has suggested the benefit of training on domain-specific text corpus 
[19].  The fact that dTagger made few medical term-related errors is consistent with 
the prior findings. However, there are significant differences among different 
biomedical text types. The MedPost corpus consists of Medline abstracts and lacks 
five out of six types of documents that were used in this study (consumer health 
information, information targeted at children, news, journals, medical records, and 
clinical trials). We believe this contributed to the lower performance of dTagger on 
our test data (87%). Considering MaxEnt and Curran & Clark were not trained on a 
medical corpus, they both performed reasonably well (89% and 90%, respectively). 
They also could benefit from the additional training on medical texts and on 
document types other than the news (e.g. medical records).   
  
Though we did not evaluate the taggers in the context of a specific application, 
taggers are used in a context.  They are positioned to handle some low-level well-
defined work so that writers of “higher-level” tools can focus on their desired 
analysis.  One such usage is vocabulary simplification.  In this context, it is important 
to identify nouns and if the tagger mislabels verb forms this has no effect on the task 
at hand.  Sometimes taggers are used on text that is not well-formed, i.e., not 
grammatical.  It is important to handle this case well, if the application is concerned 
with medical records.  These texts often omit the subject from sentences.  Further, 
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they often have many ambiguous abbreviations. In other contexts, such as syntactic 
transformation, the tagger’s output feeds into a parser.  Here poor tagger performance 
can confuse or mislead the parser and the errors can carry over.  Given that each 
tagger has its strengths and weaknesses, Van Halteren [9] suggests that multiple 
taggers and possibly a tagger combined with a parser can yield better results than a 
tagger by itself.  
For our research on health text simplification that involves both vocabulary and 
syntax, we are inclined to retrain MaxEnt or Curran & Clark with the Medpost corpus 
because the fine grained tagging of MaxEnt and Curran & Clark is needed by parsers 
and the correct recognition of medical terms is also necessary to process our health 
texts appropriately.  Beyond that we plan to investigate the use of “Heuristic Sample 
Selection” as described in [20] to extend the training set as necessary. 
 
Conclusions  
We evaluated three POS taggers: the dTagger that was trained on health texts and uses 
a medical lexicon and the MXPOST and Curran & Clark taggers that were trained on 
general news articles.  Overall, the taggers achieved roughly the same rate of success  
(87%-90%). The errors they made did differ, however, reflecting the different training 
sets and the different lexicons that they used.  For instance, few of dTagger’s errors 
appeared to be caused by medical terminology.   The taggers’ different types of errors  
have implications for applications that use them. 
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